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Abstract This paper presents an efficient modeling method, based on the microstrip lines theory,
for the coupling between a substrate backplane and a device contact. We derive simple closed-form
formulas for rapid extraction of substrate parasitic. We use these formulas to model spiral inductors as
important substrate-noise sources in mixed-signal systems. The proposed model is verified for the
frequencies up to 35 GHz, and is easily adaptable to CAD tools.
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 ﺑﺮﺍﻱ ﺗﺰﻭﻳﺞ ﻣﺎﺑﻴﻦ ﺑﺴﺘﺮ ﻳﮏ، ﺑﺮ ﭘﺎﻳﻪﻱ ﺗﺌﻮﺭﻱ ﺧﻄﻮﻁ ﻣﺎﻳﮑﺮﻭﺍﺳﺘﺮﻳﭗ،ﭼﻜﻴﺪﻩ ﺍﻳﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﻳﮏ ﺭﻭﺵ ﻣﺪﻟﺴﺎﺯﻱ
 ﻣﺎ ﻓﺮﻣﻮﻝﻫﺎﻱ ﺑﺴﺘﻪﺍﻱ ﺑﺮﺍﻱ ﺑﺪﺳﺖ ﺁﻭﺭﺩﻥ ﺳﺮﻳﻊ ﻋﻨﺎﺻﺮ.ﺗﺮﺍﺷﻪ ﻭ ﺳﻄﺢ ﻳﻚ ﻗﻄﻌﻪﻱ ﻧﻴﻤﻪ ﻫﺎﺩﻱ ﺍﺭﺍﺋﻪ ﻣﻲﺩﻫﺪ
 ﻫﻢﭼﻨﻴﻦ ﻣﺎ ﺍﻳﻦ ﺭﻭﺍﺑﻂ ﺭﺍ ﺑﺮﺍﻱ ﻣﺪﻝ ﮐﺮﺩﻥ ﺳﻠﻒﻫﺎﻱ ﻣﺎﺭﭘﻴﭽﻲ ﮐﻪ ﺧﻮﺩ ﺍﺯ.ﭘﺎﺭﺍﺯﻳﺘﻴﮑﻲ ﺑﺴﺘﺮ ﺍﺳﺘﺨﺮﺍﺝ ﻣﻲﻛﻨﻴﻢ
 ﺩﺭ ﺍﻳﻦ.ﺁﻧﺎﻟﻮﮒ( ﻫﺴﺘﻨﺪ ﺍﺳﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﻣﻲﮐﻨﻴﻢ-ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻂ )ﺩﻳﺠﻴﺘﺎﻝ-ﻣﻬﻤﺘﺮﻳﻦ ﻣﻨﺎﺑﻊ ﻧﻮﻳﺰ ﺗﺰﻭﻳﺠﻲ ﺩﺭ ﺳﻴﺴﺘﻢﻫﺎﻱ ﺳﻴﮕﻨﺎﻝ
 ﮔﻴﮕﺎﻫﺮﺗﺰ ﻣﻮﺭﺩ ﺗﺼﺪﻳﻖ ﻗﺮﺍﺭ ﻣﻲﮔﻴﺮﺩ ﻭ ﺑﺴﺎﺩﮔﻲ ﻗﺎﺑﻞ ﭘﻴﺎﺩﻩﺳﺎﺯﻱ۳۵  ﻣﺪﻝ ﭘﻴﺸﻨﻬﺎﺩ ﺷﺪﻩ ﺑﺮﺍﻱ ﻓﺮﮐﺎﻧﺲﻫﺎﻱ ﺗﺎ،ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ
.( ﻣﻲﺑﺎﺷﺪCAD) "ﺩﺭ ﺍﺑﺰﺍﺭﻫﺎﻱ ﻧﺮﻡﺍﻓﺰﺍﺭﻱ "ﻃﺮﺍﺣﻲ ﺑﻪ ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﺎﻣﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮ
1. INTRODUCTION
The current trend towards integrating analog and
digital parts of a circuit on the same die forces
mixed-signal system designers to take into account
the problem of the substrate coupling in their
models for simulation and optimization tasks. In
addition, as the ICs clock speed increases and the
technology feature length shrinks, the substrate
noise adverse effect on the functionality of the
circuit increases. Fast switching high-speed nodes
in VLSI circuits can capacitively inject the signal,
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so called substrate noise, into the chip substrate.
Drain/source of MOS transistors, n+ buried layers
in BJTs, n-wells, substrate ties, and spiral inductors
are examples of the substrate noise injection
mechanisms [1]. Recently several methods of the
substrate coupling modeling have been published
in the literature [2], [3]. These methods generally
encounter with huge model matrices, of which
solutions require large computational times and a
significant storage memory.
Interest in mixed-signal integration has attracted
researchers' attention to more accurately modeling
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areas in MOS transistors, contacts from substrate
or wells to supply lines, and contacts from passive
devices, such as inductors and resistors, to the
substrate. A conductive plate, as shown in Figure
1, models a device contact.

Substrate

Ground Plane
3. THE MICROSTRIP LINE
APPROXIMATION METHOD

Figure 1. Geometrical structure of a microstrip line.

of monolithic spiral inductors. Spiral inductors can
inject a significant amount of the substrate noise
due to their large areas compared to other devices
on the same die. In [4] the substrate of the spiral
inductor has been modeled by a resistor, which is
valid for the frequencies up to a few GHz [5]. In
[6], [7] the substrate model has been extracted
from measured data. Indeed, measured data is not
required, if an appropriate and certain modeling
method for the substrate is provided.

2. PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, we consider the chip substrate as a
single-layer bulk substrate with a backplane.
Commonly used substrates in ICs fabrication may
have a thin (0.5 to 1 µm) channel stop implant at
the top surface [2]. In lightly doped substrates the
high-resistivity bulk is the only common substrate
for all devices. On the contrary, heavily doped
substrates consist of a high resistive epitaxial layer
(with a height of 5 to 15 µm), and a low resistive
bulk (with a height of 100 to 300 µm). However,
the low resistive bulk can be assumed as a single
node for the entire chip [8].
The backplane, which is attached to the
backside of the die by conductive glue, is
connected to the perfect ground. The simulation
results and measurements reported in [9], [10],
[11], [12] have proven the significance of using a
backplane in the substrate coupling noise reduction
especially for high frequency applications.
Contacts correspond to the areas where the
designed circuit interacts with the substrate.
Examples of these contacts include drain or source
266 - Vol. 17, No. 3, October 2004

In some respects, the behavior of a device contact
is similar to that of a microstrip line. In both
structures, there is a substrate with a ground
backplane and a conductor strip mounted on the
top surface of the substrate. The conductor strip
can be either of a metal type, or of a highly doped
(low resistive) region. Figure 1 illustrates the
geometry of a microstrip line.
If we assume a quasi-TEM mode of propagation
in a microstrip line, the capacitance per unit length
of the microstrip line, CM, is given by the following
expression [13].
CM =

1
v p Z 0m

(1)

where vp is the phase velocity and Z0m is the
characteristic impedance of the microstrip line.
However, the above equation for CM is theoretically
valid for a microstrip line of an infinite length and
for a pure TEM mode of propagation. In this study,
the length of the contact on the substrate is always
limited. The input source is applied to one edge of
the contact, and the opposite edge is left open.
Let us consider a rectangular contact of
dimensions a and b, where a < b, and an input
source is applied to the edge a. We model the
substrate parasitic between the contact and the
backplane by a parallel combination of a
conductance Ga and a capacitance Ca in which the
subscript a indicates the contact edge where the
input source is applied to. The relative values of
impedances due to Ga and Ca depend on values of
the substrate resistivity p and the frequency f. In
other words, we have ωC/G =ωε/σ. For instance,
for ρ = 15 Ω-cm (σ = 6.66 Moho/m) we have ωε =
6.56 Moho/m. Therefore, the substrate capacitance
and conductance are in the same order of
IJE Transactions B: Applications

from CPP = ε0 εr A/h, where A is the contact area
and h is the substrate height.
Similarly, we consider a microstrip line of the
width b. We denote its capacitance per unit length
by CMb in which the subscript b implies the width
of the microstrip line. Therefore, the total
capacitance of the length a of this microstrip,
denoted by CMba, is given as CMba = aCMb, where
CMb is computed using equation (1). The total
edge-capacitance due to the two edges of the
contact of the length a, Cedge_2a, is given as
C edge _ 2a = C Mba − C PP
Figure 2. Comparison of the modeling results using Step 0
and Step1 approximations with simulation results. The three
upper plots are for rectangular contacts.

(4)

For a contact that the signal source has been
applied to the edge a, the total edge-capacitance
Cedge is computed as below.
C edge = C edge _ 2 b + 0.5C edge _ 2a

(5)

magnitude, so that both are necessary. Eventually,
our modeling approach for Ca consists of three
steps as follows.

Finally, the total substrate capacitance Ca can be
expressed in the form

A. Step 0 We consider a segment of the length b

C a = C edge + C pp

of a long microstrip line of the width a. The total
capacitance of this segment, CMab is given as CMab
= bCMa where CMa is the capacitance per unit
length of the microstrip line and is given by (1).
We have developed a program, which computes
the characteristic impedance Z0m of any microstrip
line based on the rigorous formulas presented in
[14]. The contact dimensions, the substrate
specifications, and the frequency f are input
variables to this program.
As a zero step approximation, Step 0, we
assume a contact of the length b to be a segment of
the above microstrip line. As a result, the total
capacitance Ca of the substrate is approximated as

C a = C Mab

(2)

B. Step 1 The total edge-capacitance of the two
edges of the contact of the length b, Cedge_2b, is
expressed as below.
C edge _ 2 b = C Mab − C PP

(3)

where CPP is the parallel-plate capacitance between
the substrate and the backplane. It is computed
IJE Transactions B: Applications

(6)

Substituting (5) into (6), and using (3) and (4),
we obtain
C a = C Mab + 0.5(C Mba − C PP )

(7)

In order to develop the model and investigate its
accuracy, we define two parameters: the
capacitance-factor KC as KC=Ca/CPP, and the
shape-factor ξ as ξ = A /h. Similarly, we define the
conductance-factor KG as KG = Ga/GDC, where GDC
= (1/ρsub)(A/h). In [1] it has been shown that KG
and KC are functions of ξ, so that for any ξ in the
range of 0.01 < ξ < 10 and for the frequency range
of 0.1 to 20 GHz, one can write KG(ξ) = KC(ξ). In
other words, KG and KC are constant functions of
the frequency. In addition, the maximum variations
of CM in (1) with frequency for a wide range of
frequencies up to 35 GHz is less than 1%. As such,
we assume Ca to be frequency independent.
Meanwhile, by extracting Ca we simply compute
Ga.
Figure 2 illustrates results of the modeling
approaches Step0 and Step1. Results of the Step 0
approximation for square contacts deviate
Vol. 17, No. 3, October 2004 - 267

TABLE 1. Comparison of the Computation Times (on SUN
UTRA 1/140) for Extraction of the Substrate Coupling
Elements for a Single Contact Substrate.
Modeling Method

Computatio
n Time (sec)

Speedup
Factor

Green's Function
6.28
—
with DCT (M1) [2]
Green's Function
Eigendecomposition Not Reported M 2 /M 1 =15
(M2) [3]

Memory
Usage
263 k
Required

Microstrip Line
M 3 /M 1 =5,777
-6
Negligible
Approximation (M3) l,087 × 10
M 3 /M 2 =385

Figure 3. Comparison of results of the Step2 approximation
modeling approach with IE3D simulation results.

considerably from the simulation results obtained
from the numerical simulator IE3D where IE3D is
a full-wave, method of moment electromagnetic
simulator solving the current distribution on 3D
and multilayered structures.. The relative error is
within
40%.
Compared
to
the
Step0
approximation, the results obtained using the Step1
approximation are much closer to the simulation
data. However, for small size square contacts and
for rectangular contacts, the deviation of the Step 1
data from the simulation results are considerable
and can reach to 19% (see Figure 2).
The exact analytical solutions for an
open-end capacitance of a contact result in double
sums with large upper limits, or complicated
integral equations [16]. To improve the accuracy of
the model by using a more accurate approximation
of the edge-capacitance Cedge, which also includes
effects of the open-end edge of the contact, we
propose the following expression for Ca.

C. Step 2

C a = λ edge C edge + C PP

(8)

have derived the above expression for λedge from
our experience and knowledge based on an
extensive study of the simulation results.
The plots in Figure 3 illustrate the comparison
of simulation results with those of the models
presented in Step1 and Step2 approximations. As
Figure 3 shows, the modified model Step2 is better
matched to the simulation results than the Step1
model. Particularly for small values of £ which
correspond to small contact areas, our modified
model is in very good agreement with simulation
results, whereas the Step1 model deviates
considerably. The accuracy of the modified model
over 0.01 < ξ < 10 is better than 8%.

4. ADVANTAGES OF THE METHOD

Table 1 compares the results obtained by using our
model MLAM (microstrip lines approximation
method) with those presented in [2], [3]. As it is
seen from the table, our modeling method is much
faster compared to the other methods. In addition,
the model is efficient for the memory usage. The
model is accurate because it matches with rigorous
simulations results of the full-wave simulator
IE3D.

where
2

⎛ a ⎞
λ edge = 1.02 − 1.4⎜ ⎟ e − 40 ξ
⎝ 10 ⎠

(9)

is a correction-factor for the edge-capacitance. We
268 - Vol. 17, No. 3, October 2004

5. APPLICATION TO SPIRAL INDUCTORS

The exact modeling of spiral inductors is a
necessary part of the design and verification
IJE Transactions B: Applications

Figure 4. A 4¼-spiral inductor. (a) Top view. (b) Cross
section.

Figure 6. Bend-effect ratio (Imag[y11straight]/Imag[y11bend]).

Figure 5. Spiral inductor circuit models (model-n).

process of mixed analog-digital systems, because
of the substrate noise impact of spiral inductors.
Figure 4 illustrates the top view of a 4¼-spiral
inductor and its cross section. The equivalent
circuit model is depicted in Figure 5. This figure
illustrates the circuit model in different levels
denoted as Model-1, …, Model-n branch at the
input port (Port-1).The Model-n is composed of n
cascaded cells (a cell is shown as a shadow box in
Figure 5) terminated parallel branch at the input
port (port-1).
We have developed a program, which
accurately computes the total spiral inductance LT
and the total resistance RT utilizing the methods
presented in [17] (including our modification) and
[18], respectively. Moreover, we compute the
substrate capacitance CTsub, and the oxide
capacitance CTox between the conductive layer and
the substrate, from the model formulas MLAM
given in (8) and (9). The substrate conductance
IJE Transactions B: Applications

GTSUB is computed from GTsub= KCGDC, which was
addressed in the previous section.
We have also investigated modeling of effects
of right-angle bends. In our study we have plotted
the ratio of y-parameters of straight contacts to
right-angled bent contacts with the same width W,
area, and the same substrate parameters. In the
simulations we have applied an input source to one
port, while the other port is left open.
Figure 6 illustrates the ratio of imaginary part of
the admittance of the straight contact to the bent
contact, Rb = bs11/bb11 versus shape factor ξ for a
frequency range of 0.5 GHz to 35 GHz. As it is
seen, the average of Rb is 1.071. An important
result achieved from this study is that, for a wide
range of frequencies and for different values of the
shape-factor ξ, the effect of a bend can be simply
applied to the spiral inductor model as a factor Rb.
We have used the average value Rb = 1.07 to
improve the accuracy of the substrate model
elements in Figure 5.
Figure 7 plots the input admittance Bin versus
frequency for the circuit depicted in Figure 5 (see
Table 2 for the values). Since the spiral inductor is
observed as a two port device, Bin is defined as Bin
= Imag[Iin/Vin] with output short circuited. As this
figure shows our model agrees with the IE3D
results. The simple model shown as Model-1 is in
good agreement with the rigorous simulation
results up to 30 GHz. However, Model-4 better
Vol. 17, No. 3, October 2004 - 269

TABLE 2. Values of the Circuit Model for the 4¼-Spiral
Inductor.
LT
3.547 nH

RT
1.336Ω

CTox
0.985 pF

CTsub
0.226 pF

Rb
1.07

B21 = Imag [Y21] between our model and the
simulation results. B21 is defined as, B21 = Imag [Iout / Vin)] with output short-circuited. It is observed
from the figure that the proposed model better
matches with the simulation results, as mentioned
in the above.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 7. Comparison of Imag [Yin] of Model-n with IE3D
simulation results.

We developed a novel, fast, and numerically
efficient modeling method, based on the theory of
microstrip lines, for the contact-to-substrate
coupling. The model is presented in terms of
simple closed-form formulas, and is suitable for
implementing in CAD tools.
As an important application to RF and mixed
analog-digital systems, we employed the proposed
model for spiral inductors. Meanwhile, in order to
improve the spiral inductor model we addressed
the bend effects. The accuracy of the model was
validated by comparison with IE3D simulation results up to 35 GHz.
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